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要作用。《物流合同手册：物流实践指南》（The Handbook of Logistics Contracts: 
A Practical Guide to a Growing Field）一书从法律和经济视角专门研究物流合同
内容，有助物流合同的订立和谈判，目前尚无中文译本。本论文节选此书的第


































The industry of logistics has been developing quickly in China in recent years and 
logistics contracts play an important role in logistics companies’ business 
development. The Handbook of Logistics Contracts: A Practical Guide to a Growing 
Field is a book focusing on studying the content of logistics contracts from the legal 
and economic perspective, which is useful for making and negotiating logistics 
contracts. It has no Chinese edition at present. This thesis translates Chapter one, 
Chapter two, Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 of the book, establishes translation 
standards of accurate meaning, cohesion and coherence from the textual perspective, 
and identifies major issues such as understanding the meanings of words and phrases 
in relative fields, cohesive devices, and the differences between English and Chinese 
in the application of cohesive devices and punctuations. 
In the translating, the translator firstly understands the English text in accordance 
with cohesion and register as proposed in systemic-functional linguistics, and then 
produces Chinese sentences with the attention to the differences between English and 
Chinese. In making sentences and connecting them into a text, the translator deals 
with the English cohesive devices in different ways in order to translate them into 
explicit and terse Chinese expressions. So the translation in this thesis is also a 
practical attempt to verify the cohesion theory of systemic-functional linguistics, and 
can be classified as a test of the theory in translation practice. This thesis comes to the 
major conclusions that translating from the textual perspective guarantees translation 
quality; and that cohesion and register in systemic-functional linguistics can be an 
effective guide for translators to understand a text as a coherence one. However, 















punctuations properly are also needed. It is advised that translators keep in mind the 
textual perspective and the differences between English and Chinese, train 
themselves with the ability to create bilingual texts, and learn theories related 
to translation. 
  Translation of excerpts from The Handbook of Logistics Contracts：A 
Practical Guide to a Growing Field in this thesis has great practical value. In 
addition, this thesis proposes that from the textual perspective translation is the 
textual translation and presents the process of finishing the translation. It points 
out that the concepts of register, cohesive devices and the context of the text 
should be applied in the translating and sums up translation strategies such as 
literal translation, original-based translation, free translation and zero 
translation in translating cohesive devices. These can be translators’ references.   
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应对全球金融危机，2009 年 2 月，国家出台“十大产业调整振兴规划”方案，











《物流合同手册：物流实践指南》（The Handbook of Logistics Contracts: A 
Practical Guide to a Growing Field）一书 2006 年由世界著名的麦克米兰出版有限


































此外，西班牙纳瓦拉大学（University of Navarra）IESE 商学院（西文：Instituto 
de Estudios Superiores de la Empresa，英文：Institute of Higher Business Studies）




IESE 商学院被誉为“欧洲哈佛”（凤凰网）。Federico Sabrià 为 IESE 商学院的运
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本论文选定的翻译项目是：正文部分的第一章 Outsourcing Contracts: 
Outsourcing of Logistics Services 和第二章 Contract to Provide Logistics Services: a 
General Overview，以及附件部分的附录 1 Proposed Model of Letter of Intent 和附








（西文：Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya，简称 UPC，英文：Polytechnic 
University of Catalunya）物流学副教授。 


















Outsourcing Contracts: Outsourcing of Logistics Services 
1.1 Introduction  
Rapidly or slowly, globally or locally, outsourcing has already penetrated all sectors 
of business and value chains. Outsourcing has been one of the most commonly used 
management practices during the last decade, and the outsourcing business continues 
to grow and expand significantly across all value chains. However, we believe that 
there is still no true consensus as to the understanding of outsourcing and its 
implications. More precisely, there is confusion as to outsourcing contracts in general 
and their legal nature in particular. Therefore, we believe that it is best to begin a 
handbook on logistics contracts with a review of outsourcing terminology and 
outsourcing contracts prior to dealing with logistics outsourcing contracts. 
Since a logistics contract may be used as a basis for outsourcing, and since there is 
a multitude of activities carried out in outsourcing, the problems arising from logistics 
contracts are similar to those arising from outsourcing contracts. From among the 
various potential definitions, a logistics contract can be defined as a commercial 
contract under which one party, known as the third-party logistics (3PL) provider, 
provides services of a logistical nature to a customer in exchange for payment of an 
economic amount. EU legislation has so far failed to provide specific regulations on 
logistics contracts; as a result, an in-depth review of their legal nature and framework 
is in order. 
The 3PL business has grown at a rate of more than 20 per cent per year in the last 
decade and has developed as a result of the increasing demand for advanced logistics 
services. New 3PL players from different fields are entering the market and 
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